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Objective

Proline and related secondary amines were found to be efficient organocatalysts of aldol, alkylation, Michael addition, and other challenging bond-forming reactions. The design of even more efficient systems that would allow extending this remarkable catalytic strategy to a useful and environmentally benign synthetic methodology would be highly desirable. This proposal aims to develop a new class of biocatalysts that use the powerful proline-based enamine mechanism of organocatalysts but that take advantage of the water solubility and stereochemical control available with enzymes. As a scaffold for engineering, we will exploit the active-site template of the tautomerase superfamily proteins, the only known group of enzymes that has the unique feature of using a N-terminal proline in catalysis. By systematically screening tautomerasers for promiscuous carbonyl transformation activities, we aim to demonstrate that Pro-1 residues within these tautomerasers can react with carbonyl compounds to give enamine intermediates, and thus may facilitate various bond-forming reactions. The most promising enzymes will be used in directed evolution experiments to enhance the desired activities to a practical level. For this, new screening and selection methods will be developed that allow the efficient passage through protein sequence space. Furthermore, unnatural secondary amines will be introduced by total chemical synthesis. In this way, we envision to generate superior biocatalysts for carbon-carbon bond-forming reactions. The idea of using a protein scaffold in which a catalytic proline is present as nucleophile and that has a unique
reactivity to form enamines would be a completely new approach to making carbon-carbon bonds. It does not copy something in Nature, but is based on the synthetic requirements of the desired bond-forming reactions. I believe that this type of approach is the future of enzyme engineering and is the key to more application of biocatalysis in industry.
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